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General Study Programs
Grow In Many College$

Photo bY Bob Teller

A good way to beat the beat on these hot summer days. Most
student$ passing the fountain between the Mall and the College of
Education are tempted to get right in and cool off.

Degree programs whi<lh allow conce;ntl:ation requirements. A
students more flexibility in study of the progt·aml completed
mapping out courses of study are by a v,niversity professor in
growing. in popularity at $tate and January, 197l, showed that the
land-grant universities. Two program attracted many
general patterns are emerging in independent and creativethe p1:'ograms, most of which have students, who might otherwise
been developed within the past have dropped out of school
three years.
because of frustration with such
The first ap,proach might be requirements,
described a$ a non•major degl:'ee.
There are only two restrictions
Students are asked to meet only a on students enrolled in the BGS
minimum of requirements and are program. They must take the
given the freedom to work out a same number of course credits as
broadly·based, welH·ounded they would for a BA degree and at
program of study without least half of the course work must
selecting any field of be done in upperclass courses.
concentration.
Kent State University began its
The sec<md, and by far the Bachelor of General Studies
most popular approach, also program in the fall of 1970 and
allows the student more freedom now has 100 students working on
in designing his curriculum than is · what it terms a "student·con·
the ca,se with traditional degree trolled degree." Students may
programs, However, the student enter the program as late as their
has a field of ·concentration or junior year, the traditional time
major, often cutting across several by which college students have
disciplines, which he has devised made a decision on their major.
to meet his unique needs.
The program, which ~perates
In both types of programs, through the university's College of
students work under close faculty Arts and Sciences, has very few
supervision.
requirements. The student must
General Studies
take at least 64 upper division
The Bachelor of General hours. He may not take mare than
Studies degree program at the 35 hours in any one department
University of Michigan, which has or more than 35 outside the
been in existence since April, college.
19 6 9, is probably the largest
The University of Minnesota
no-major degree program in established a Bachelor of Elected
operation at any American Studies (BES} degr~e. which is
university. The 1971·72 very similar to the Michigan and
enrollment in the program Kent Statn degrees, in fall, 1971
included approximately 900 within its College of Liberal Arts.
freshmen and sophomores and The student does not have to
500 ttpp€'t•t'}81;Strll'll,
fu t fill distribution, F:ngli!!h or
The new degree, offered as an foreign language requirements.
alternative to the traditional
The only specific requirement
Bachelor of Arts degree for many is that students must complete the
liberal arts students, eliminates 180 quarter hours of study
language, distribution and needed for graduation, with at

least 7 5 of these being in
upper-division courses.
Encouraging student
.responsibility was the primary
reason the .college's C!lrdculum
(!ommittee devised the · program,
according to Professol.' Harold
Chase, committee chairman. The
fact that 500 students enrolled in
the program during its initial year
seems ample evidence to the
university that this is also what
many $tudents want.
· The pioneer of the other type
of general studies degree program
among state universities and
land-grant colleges was the
University of Washington. Its
General Studi~s Program has been
in existence since the mid 1930s.
The university bas awarded
1,250 general studies degrees since
1940, the first year for which
records are available, In this
progrnml which has a current
enrollment of 280, the student
plans his own course of study and
a,(!ademic major with the
assistance of faculty advisers.
One of the most liberal
programs providin6 students with
the freedom to seek education on
their own is underway at the
University of Oklahoma. For
students jn the College of Liberal
Studies, classes are b;t the form of
discussion groups· which may
come once a week or whenever
the students want them. Students
choose their bf)oks, each reading
what he wants to learn about.
Professors offer advice on what to
read in place of regular
assignments.
A student is tested about one~
a

year~

or earlier if be feels be is

ready. The exam consists of
tough, in·dcpth essay questions. It
Continued on page 7

Political Awareness Awakens in Gays
By SANDRA McCRAW
The gay movement has come a
long way. It has entered into most
social issues of the day and the
gay person is finally accepting
himself and asking for the
acceptance of the world.
At this point, many gays are
turning to politics simply because
it is one of the most important,
th~Ply ic:c;uPA of the day, said Dan
Butler, a local member of the
campus Gay Liberation.
There seems to be a general
leaning toward George McGovern
and the Democratic party, said
Butler, primarily became many
feel the Republican party and
Richard Nixon are antagonistic to
their cause.
McGovern has made some
statements about gay rights,
primarily in a paid advertisement
in The Advocate, a gay
·newspaper. Butier said nsorne of
the women's groUp$ did cotne out
for Shirley Chisholm. Humphrey,
as usual, just :fiddled around.,,
Butler said gays for McGovern
at UNM are about two to t>ne for
any other candidates. According
to the ad in The Advoeate,
McGovern has advocated:
4
- - ' Se~ual
orientation should
cease to be a criterion for
immigration into the United
States.
-"Government and private
investigatory agencies should
cease to collect data on the sexual
preferences of individuals.
-''Individuals pteviously given
less than honorable military
discharges solely for sexual
:relations between eortsenting
adults ot' for allegations relating to
se:~tual orientation should have the
character of those discharges
changed to honorable.
~"Federal spotisorship of
educational programs which will
foster further understanding of
both professional people and the

general public 011 these issues."
These goals are, in essence,
most of the reforms advocated by
politically active gays. Many gays
are more interested in the
platform than the candidate.
''The platform has been
watered down so much that they
don't even mention homosexuals
as such," Butler said. He
explained that many delegates to
the convention in Miami this week
are not interested in gay rights
and probably will not make any
sort of stand on the issue.
Currently Butler and Robert
Seidl 1 also an oftice1• of Gay
Liberation at UNM, are maillng
questionaires to various state
officials for their opinions on gay

rights. So far, the only respondent
has been State Senator ~nton
Malry of Albuquerque, who is
highly in favor of changing state
laws making acts between two
consenting adults illegal~
State Senator Daniel Lyon
addressed a meeting in May and
usaid he would support us and
gave us advice on how to work
thr\1ugh the proJK!r channels,"
Butler explained.
"We really don't realize the
potential we've got. Some of the
older gays do nothing but go to
the bars and don)t attend
meetings. They're just not willing
to stick out their necks/' Butler
said,
"Very soon. we're planning to

go into the bars with handbills.
We c:an give thetn out and put

them on cars near the bars. We're
also trying to form a group for
McGovern. Sorne of the younger
gays can donate their time while
older people can give money," he
explained.
Gay Liberation feels theirs is a
larger per capita population of
gays ~n college campuses than in
the regular community. "The
Kinsey report showed a
correlation between
homosexualism, oral-genital sex
and such among more highly
educated people-mainly because
they are not afraid to try new
things,., Butler stated.
Butler himself is active
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politically (he worked for
McGovern during the New Mexico
primary) because of many
reasons. He feels everyone should
have certain civil rights-for
instance. gay people are not
allowed in the armed services. He
was in the Army, but "I had to be
careful what I said.'t
In Germany and most
European nations, homosexuality
is openly legal, "In Germany, we
have the same :tights as anyone
else. Thete is no discrimination
for jobs. Here there are even laws
that don't let you join certain
professions. I'm a German citizen
and can be deported because I'm
gay/' said Seidt
New Mexico~ at this times does
have a law against sodomy,
although it is generally not strictly
enforced,
The next step for the new
politicaUy•oriented gays is to
contact au the deiegates to the
conventions.
The June 30 issue of Gay
Liberation New~letter, published
in Albuquerque by the UNM
chapt.er, states, "We affirm the
tight of all persons to
emotionality and sexuality and to
chot>se their ~wn Ufe•style, go
long as they do not infringe upon
the rights of others. We pledge an
end to all socia1 1 ecortomic and
legal oppression of gay women
and men,
"We demand the repeal of all
Jaws forbidding· voluntary sex acts
involving consenting persons in
private.
"Prejudice and myth have led
to wide•spread discrimination
against gay men and wornen. W~
demattd the ena.•:!Lment of civil
rights legislation which wHI
prohibit disctiminati()n because of
sexual orientation in employment.
housing, public eccomodations
a11d public services/,
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I'm sorry.
Because of last week's Supreme Court ruling, I am n<
longer able to write as l choose. Today's column is therefor~
a last-minute replacement for what I intended to say.
By a 5-to-4 majority, the court decided that newsmen wil
not have the right to withhold info.rmation from a granc
jury •.. even if the reporte.t's source has been promisee
anonymity. Henceforth, journalists will be legally bound t<
submit all names and notes ... at the whim of the court.
Obviously, the free flow of news is curtailed wqer
information-received in confidence--cannot be protected
This, of course, is to the liking of four Nixon-appointee
Supreme Court Justices ... all of whom voted in favor of the
ruling.
"The Founding Fathers did not give us a privilege (or) ~
license that is held at the convenience of government. Rather,
in writing the First Amendment, they imposed upon us a
duty (and) a responsibility to assert the right .Jf the American
people to know the truth ... "
When the New York Times' Neil Sheeha1i made that
speech, some months back, few journalists would disagree.
Today, however, reporting "the truth" will not always be
possible ... when some news sources are restrained from
talking to newsmen.

* * *

The lntcrnal Revenue Service
estimates approximately 1.5
millie•• handgur.:~, mostly cheap
"Saturday night specials," were
produced in the U.S. in 1971.
This is about twenty times the
rate of production before the
1968 11 Gun Control Act.''
Pnradoxieally, the huge increase in
domestic handgun production was
actually a result of this Act.
Before 1968 most handguns came
into the U.S. from outside the
country, but the Gun Control Act
placed restrictions on the
importation of gun frames.

* * *
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Dow Chemical may have
stopped making napalm, but their
complicity inthe weapon's
business is fnr fro:m over-the
company monopolizes the
production of plutonium triggers
for the U.S. nuclear nrsenal. Dow
:makes the triggers in Rocky Flats,
co.orado, about five miles from
Denve1·, and th~> pP()pll' in the
surrotmding con1munity nren't
very happy about it: Dow's l.iafety
rl'cotd isn't very ~rood and
plutonium radiation (a l;nown
producN· oi' cancN) kl'eps
~>:;capin~ into the l>Nwer area.
'l'lw plant ha:; ahu had some
dLw;frou•; fin·~;; tlH• bit;t;Piit, on
!\by 11, 1!Hi!.l, not only l'!c··mlt!'ll
iu Jllntlmium cnuhllllillc'ticm to
\"lib, ~w~;onlmr, to
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By Carolyn Babb

Q. What's the story concerning the New Mexico Student
Loans? Every semester, the Student Aids Office promise!'l the
money by a certain date, and habitually it is postponed one
or more times.
Last fall, I finally got my check in the middle of
October-after the semester had begun in August! This
summer, the same thing happened. The checks were promised
on the 15th of June, but now they've been delayed again-at
least until next Friday, June 23rd.
And more important than the mere fact that many of us
star-ve without that money, why are we met with total
indifference and insensitivity by the Student Aids Office and
the university administration in general? Is this whole deal
similar to that used by Health and Social Services:
humiliation and frustration of clients for foodstamps, so that
some of them will give up and go away?
Who can we object to? Who can we vote against in
upcoming state elections? Who can we pressure within the
administration to make sure that this doesn't happen again?
A. The story concerning student loans is a long and
involved one. Charles Sheehan, director of Student Aids, said
that the money for the loans is obtained through a bond
issue. After Sheehan has gathered the applications a money
figure is given to Bill McConnel, executiv(l director of the
.Board of Educational Finance {BEF}. The BEF notifies the
Board of Finance and they authorize the sale of the bonds.
The bonding company (Quinn and Co.) must advertise the
sale of th(l bonds. It is the printing and issuing of the bonds
which causes the delay, he said. After the bonds are sold, the
funds must be turned over to the State Treasurer before the
loan checks may be given out. Sheehan said, "Nobody can
really do anything about the bonding problem, because it is
so t(muous and hard to estimate when the money wiH get to
the bank."
The loan checl\s were written by the 15th of June, but
there wasn't nny monPy in the bank yet. Students are not
met with indiffprence, he said, but are sometimes giVPn
nhort-term loan~ of $50-$1()() to tid<' them oVPl', plus tuition
'ttld University room and board paym(•nts are held up.
Unforttmntt>lv. ~hPt•lmn H!irl Uti:; l;mmrwa· Uwn• vJasn't mw
mom•y to mah• <'nm ::hm·t-tN'm lomw.
~
\1al=c• ~;om· nl•>j~"l'ti<m:, to Hill ~t1d_'oill~d :r.:: tht· JimF. !J. .';,
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Although not always informative, newspaper-reading can
be fun!
For instance, the other day I went over to University
Drug ... to purchase a copy of Sarah Laidlaw's "New Mexico
Business Review." {Remember her?-she used to edit The
Daily Lobo.)
,
Well, anyway, alongside the NMBR (in the same metal
rack) were these other publications ... all of which were
more salacious than Sarah's thing.
Making sure no one was watching, I removed one from the
stand •.. and began to read.
It w~ pm·ely by accident that I selected The News
Exploiter. Had I reached a little further down, it might have
been The National Insider •.. or The National Informer.
At any mte, the Exploit-er's front page was like the ignition
of a time-bomb in a phone-booth. {I could sense the jiWyon
tribuLa.dt!:> \'IIllich besdged my bulging cycs-a..."ld the
multi-million teservoh·s that overwhelmed their t~eny
shores-trickle down my chin.) I removed a napkin from my
pocket and wiped. my brow.
Exrept. for a photograph, the lengthy headline gobbled-up
everything white. "NEW I<NIDENCE SHOWS THI~
'::.\10~IU~Y HOAX' .OF 1953 MAY JUST BI~ .•• LITTLE
MBN FR0:\.1 OU1'ER SPACE."
(Jtqk·~d:_.:·, I O]t·;~lif:d the; ne"~w"~S1KllTI~4"i..... ~~~?csehTing for t·h~
'. ·! I
i.'
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Thank God for the GUild and Don Pancho's.
I've said that many times before in the past year, in so
many words, but every time l open the Journal to the movie
page I'm tempted to dash to the typewriter to repeat it.
Bert Manzari and Tom Singleton, the respective
owner/manager and manager, are in the business to make
money of course, but also because they are film freaks who
enjoy seeing good flicks themselves as much as they dig giving
others the opportunity to see them. I know of times when
each booked films they figtired would probably lose money,
just because they were convinced they were good flicks and
should be shown or because they wanted to see them
themselves.
That's a great way to be able to run a business, if you can
get by with it-and they're both paying the rent, so don't cry
for them. But Don Pancho's situation especially demonstrates
the close lines such theaters are operating on. Singleton has
preferred for years to bring in high quality (if rather obscure)
films, particularly foreign ones·. He has been able to for
varying periods of time--he's currently in one of his longest
"quality" periods, I'd say-but has always 'been forced to
turn back to the more profitable, more reliable skin flicks
when support for the others shrunk to almost nothing.
Perhaps Don Pancho's fare can be used to measure
Albuquerque's cinematic consciousness; certainly the ability
of both DP's and the Guild to survive while showing good
films known only "to those who care" is a healthy
indication.
Support for these films is still quite limited in a city
Albuquerque's size, so they are usually run for only three
days to a 1/Veek. This poses a problem for cinemanatics who
would like to see and re-see everything and haven't the
money and/or time to do so, but it is a better set-up than the
good chain theaters have-actually, there's only one: the
Lobo-who get the good but high-priced American biggies
hot out of the cutting room but are forced to hold them for
months to milk everything possible out of them.
Another disadvantage .af being a chain theater is the
limitations that exist in what is available for booking.
Manzari of the independent Guild has to fly himself all over
the country, booking two films here and another there, but
he Winds up with just about evarything he started out to get,
and as a result the Guild has had by far the best schedule for
the past year or so.
Andit'snotgoingto let up: Arthur Schlesinger's"Billy Liar"
finishes its· run tonight and tomorrow night, with his
celebrated "Midnight Cowboy" following for a three day tun;
then two Antonionis, "Blow-Up" July 11-14 and uzabriskie
Point'~ the 15-17; next is the one many people have been
waiting for and many had given up .on, Fellini's "The
Clowns.'' which will run for a week starting July 18; and the
current schedule ends with two by Philip de Broca, "That
Man From Rio," July 25-28 and the unbelievably popular
('Kin~ of Hearts/' playing the last three days of July.

We're Stripping the store of Summer Clothes

SALE %. % off

S;t'Jn o{ the

293 7 Monte Vista.NE

Also in Old Town at 113 Romero·NW
.

LEE
Men's Sizes 26 thru 38

Hundreds of Styles

And don't forget the Friday/Saturday night "Flicks At Midnight"
series, which features the great "The Magic Christian" this weekend,
followed by "Alice's Restaurant," "Where's Poppa?," and ChaJ,>Iin's
"The Circus.' 1

(And here's another clue for you all: not everything is confirmed yet,
but Manzari is trying to put together another schedule nearly as good
as-maybe better than-this one, and if he has as much luck as he did
last time, many people are going to be quite delighted. In our
never-ending quest to scoop the downtown papers-in the movie field,
it's not hard-the Lobo will try to bring you an advance notice of
what's coming. It will be a Socco schedule, that's a good bet.)
..Dirty Harry" is coming to Don Pancho's-"Dirty Harry" is a mo\lie
I highly recommend if you're out of Alka-Seltzer and have found as I
have that a good puke is the best cure for an upset stomach, because if
"Dirty Harry" does not make you puke you can bet your illne$s lies
higher up. "lJirty Harry" is "The French Conne!:tion" with no blood
left out, no violence underplayed, no nerve endings left untwisted.
Maybe you like that sort of entertainment. (If so, please stay away
from my neighborhood,)
But ln between "IIarr-.r" and the current "Sympathy For ThP Devil,"
(which ends tonight) will be a pleasing, non-poli~ieal resp!te: "Ten
Days' Wonder" starts Friday, an Ellery Queen thriller starrmg Orson
Welles and directed by Claude Chabrol, followed by a week's .run of a
Beatles twin•bill "Help" and "Yellow Submarine,'' the latter being one
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tmd 1·5 p.m. Suturduy and Sunday.
1'he Smu·ce l'l'grets an tn-ror in last we ell •s column. It was
mistalumly reported that Gilda 1'twni was chairman of the
Popular Entm·tainment Committee. 'l'ltis is incorrect. Ross
Per1lal is currently chairman.
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K wa!Lul h;w!; to tht• •. oda fouuwin. <;<li dm.vu, and onld·r·d

~t du,,·ul~ill' mi!!i: shal•c>: aH thl' \vl!H~'. thinltiHrJ. about ;JO(ll'
8an1h.
\Vithnut a doubt, ht•t· BusinPss R(•vi~!W i;; the most somh*"r
and di:;passionah• thing 011 that stand. Alongside 'l'he News
ExploitE~r. who would see it'!
And if Sarah's paper is noticed, who will want it'/
Por 50 cents, wh0 would buy it'~
('fhe News Exploiter is only a quarter!)
Who indeed? The NMBR quietly died two weeks ago.
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Ray Hearn, of KDEF Radio, began his commentary with
the following deduction:
"If American critics of the news media could study the
Soviet Press for a time, they might change their minds about
how it is in their own country."
As NEWS DUDE fans will recall, I made similar comments
in my column of June 22 ••• five or six days before Hearn
reached the same conclusion.
The difference, however, was that my comments were my
comm(lnts ... while Hearn's comments were UPI's.
A Moscow correspondent for United Press International-a
chap named David Nagy-wrote the 600-word commentary
that Hearn read over the air. It should b~ noted, however,
that KDEF gave no credit to the author.
Instead, the news-reader concluded Nagy's remarks by
signing-off with his own name.
We should thank the good Lord that THE NEWS DUDE
was tuned-in while Hearn was reading his wire copy,
Otherwise, some of you might think that KDEF has a
brilliant commentator in their news department

~.~
\

by Charles Andrew~

* * *

The Source

• • •

A Dallas bank has come up
with an exciting offer to attract
new deposits. According to the
Wall Street Journal, "every
customer who takes out an
$1800, SO-month certificate of
deposit can take his interest in
advance, either in $225 cash or in
the form of a $232 Browning
automatic shotgun, described as
the 'Cadillac' of ahotguns. A bank
officer called initial response to
the offer "marvelous." "We've run
out of guns twice t·oday," he said.

A. . . M.di•

by Jim Boggio

'I 'DON'T REMEMBER WRITING THIS IN THE RULES •••

briefs

Spare
Change

News Dude

(AFSrThe I.,ord !,liveth and
of my all-time favorite flicks-! expect I'll go see it at least one more
the Lord taketh . away: Billy
time, which should make either eight or nine.
Don Pancho'.s new "The Midnight Movies" schedule has just come Graham's last lO·day Chicago
back from the J,>rlnter~;; sounds like it include~; somfl good ones, crusade went $6,000 into the red.
including one I know is teriffic: 1'Putney Swope" on Aug. 19, but it
WHiie Shoemaker is the all•time
covers the next two months and is too lengthy to repeat herfl. Drop by winningest jockey with over 6,000
DP's any evening and pick up your own copy.
career victories.

Available

Stl Wyoming NE
255..8282

at

Sunglasses that get darker as the sun
They adjust by themselves
to give you just the right

amount of protection and
visibility. In the sun. Or
shade. Bright day. Or
cloudy. One pair of sunglasses for arr kinds of
days.

Thursday, July G, 197~

gets brighter.

They're called PHOTO·

SUN "'sunglasses. Corning
makes the glass, and we
can fill them to your prescription. Come in and see
what a big difference they
can make.

Hot

Pants

1710 Central SE 242-0505
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Greatlobo Porno Revi~""'!...

Hypocrisy Rfivisfed in Hick City ·
By SCOTT BEAVEN
"The bo(i/~ shops on 42nd
St. ••• ore a kind of great national
theatre of our p(!88ion& ••• It is in
such places. provided we are lB or
over, that we can at /aat
contemplate quite openly our
hidden faces, thereby
tramforming into freedom, play
and pleasure what WQIJ merely
alienation and risked becoming
crime or madness. " (A, lain
Robbe·Grillet)

* * *

''When correctly· viewed,
eveeytb.ing is lewd." (Tom Lehrer)

* *hyt~ocrisy
*
The corrosive
of the
Judeo·Cb.ristian tradition seep~;
into even the most outer of our
endeavors and renders them, if
not totally harmless, at least
_m;dleable. The official Victorian
reaction to pornograt~hY was
decisive; it was evil. The modern
liberal reaction is seemingly
' enlightened but is no more
valuable.: pornography is alright,
the new line reads, if you're
interested in that sort of tbing,
but of course the healthy find it
boring. What was evil is now a
drag, In both «;ases, a significant
social J,Jhenomenon (not to
mention an aesthetic one) is safely

MCAT-DAT
Home Study Review
and Tasting Program
Pot information write:

Graduate Studies Center
P.O. Box 386, N.Y., N, V. 10011

NEW MEXICO
DAILY LOBO
Vol. 75
No. 148
Box 20, University P.O., UNM,
Albuquerque, N.M. 87l06
Edit(lrjaJ Phone
(505) 277-4102, 277-4202;
Advertising 277-4002
Th~ New Mexico Dally Lobo fa publlahed daily every regular week of tha
Unlv.,l'litY year and WHk!y durlng the
1umm,u BI!Qlan by the Board of Student
Publltatlona ot the Anoclated Student.
of the Unhtl!l'lity of Ntw Mexleo, and Ia
not ftnanelally .....,.fated with tnQ Unl•
venlty of New Mexleo,
Seeond el.,.. POital!'e Ia paid at AlbuQcc•:,ue, New Mexico, 87106, The aub~=r!:>tl:m r:~tc 1:: $7.5~ ,. :;'<:lit.
.
•
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Nothing hec:l!ll8ar0y represent& the
viewa of tho uooelated studentl or the
Unlv~nlty ot New Mexico.

swept under the rug of
obfuscation and ignorance until,
in the end, the Puritans win again,
There ate .some pervasive myths
regarding the pornographic
imagination and those who sample
its splendors that have lasted .far
too long in an age as allegedlY as
enlightened as this one, Porno, we
hear and believe., is enjoyed only
by the fat, by the ugly, or by the
psychologically inform. After
spending more hours than I cate
to rememb~r in assorted
Albuquerque skin-flick palaces, it
·became obvious that this
t~articular thesis is patently
untrue. With a few outrageous
exceptions, I saw no one who
would-physically-have any
trouble getting laid. I am not
qualified to discuss the
psychological problems these
p.eople may have but the
ubiquitous presence of wedding
rings (and in some cases of girl
friends in tow) would suggest the
porno seekers are not as impotent
in either body or mind as we
would like to believe,
Kooks
Of course there are the kooks.
An articulate young woman who
works as a topless cashier at one
of the local houses said "There's
this one guy who comes in often,
pays his four bucks, and then just
stands there and looks at the girls.
He never even see~; the flicks, just
can't get his eyes off the «:ashier."
Does it bother you? ''Nah, not
really, he's harmle~but he seems
mo~e obscene than the movie."
In a town as provincial and as
parochial as Albuquerque, the
plethora of porno houses is a
surprise. The easy out is to
condescendingly declare "yeah,
well whatya expet:t, nobody does
it here, they just watch it."
· Another myth. Not only do
they watch it here but in some
instances they do it in the same
place they watch it and in other
instances they do It wand watch it
at the same time. There is one
movie theatre downtown. that

··············-······
(@uurters

l

Kosher &c
Italian Sandwiches
Steaks
BBQ Ribs
(and your
favorite drinks)
905 Yale S.E.

l

!

caters to the lavender
crowd-nobody watche~> the
movies much, everyone is too ·
busy following everyone else into
the bathroom and doing it. The
25 cent movie arcade is
Felliniesque-dropped drawers
and blow jobs seen mistily in the
black, "There's always a big
· crowd in .here during ·the lunch
hour," the prot~rietor says, "keeps
'em off the &treets and keeps 'em
from puttin' their hand in the
wrong crotch." l'orno as a positive
social service guarding the ut~tight
from first-hand ext~osure to the
gonads.
Appeal Qf Porno
It is easy, then, to understand
. the appeal of the po:rno housl'! to
the Albuquerque homosexual-a
quiet haven from peying eyes
where proclivites usually
ostraciz!ld can be exercized.
But what of all those married
men, some with their wives?
Perhaps M. Grillet can provide the ·
answer, or the beginning of one:.
"No bull, however deprived, will
let jts gaze be attracted by the
photograph of a cow's rump. Man
is fully human only if everything
pas$es through his head, even (and
especially) sex. We recall the
famous remark of the
mathematician Henri Poincare:
'An adult needs pornography as a
chlld needs fairy tales.' "
Watching hour after hour it
suddenly occurred to me that, in
addition to the more obvious
reasons people attend porno (to
get tu:rned on), M. Grillet may be
right. Not usually voyeuristic
myself, I began to see things I had
never seen befol:'e-1 never knew
what balling looked like from a
low•angle ut the bottom of the
bed, At first it all seemed silly,
then repulsive, and finally-in the
best of them-somewhat
beautiful. When the camera moves
in for a close·up of some portion
of the anatomy doing something
to another portion of the
anatomy, the ef(ect is startling (as
some New York artists have
already realized)-acres of pink
and brown undulating in an
abstracted ballet-pure cinema, if
you will, with no denotive
content-the cinematic equivalent
of John Cage's music, of Jackson
Pollack's paintings.
Documentary
The porno manufacturers do
not understand this, naturally.
Their self·as.~igned function is the
oldest in rrtovies-"that of the
dooumentarist. The first edited
film to tell a story in a manner
other than that of the
photographed stage play was
Edwin S. Porter's "The Great

TilE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO

POPEJOY HALL
The hit musical comedy that launched

.Train Robbeey'' of 1903. The title seem healthier than the nudists
describes the enti.re content of the . with their exJ,Jioitative pageant
film ju&t as Andy Warhol's "Blow and their self-righteousness !llld
Job" of the early sixties describes their volleyball,
that venture, Porter's film, which
Defenses
histori~ns now think of as art, also
In the last analysis,
stimulated its audience. Some pornography is boring but not
audience members were through any intrinsic fault of the
stimulated rij;lht out of the theatre rnate:dal, Our 20th century
in fear of eventual destruction by psychic armature defensively
that train just as modern audience rejects what we see and we begin
members may be stimulated right to y~wn, or we run immediately
out of the Backdoor Theatre to the nearest bathroom and beat
wben the action gets a little off. It was not always so: the
rough. Pornography is pure Priapic murals of Pompeii bespeak
cinema (no sound, unless you a different attitude, and a
count the grunts) and pure healthier one, We refuse to
documentary. It records an event · consider porno seriously (unless
over and pver with a different cast Stanley Kubrick affixes his name
of crotches and provides those to it) and in the process we Jose
manied men with an experience the pleasure of the visqal
they could never otherwise have contemplation of a physical
short of spending a fortune on event-we· stifle our curiosity.
mlrrors: they can see what the Perpetual porno probably is
human sexual act looks like, If reserved for the inform but
"The Great TJain Robbery" can occasional contemt~lation has in
be art, I fail to understand" why other times and other places been
"Blow Job" can't be-neither considel'ed normal, and the
particularly good art but art creation of the devices to this end
nevert.heless.
an art. Social drinkers are not
All art stimulates. The best alcoholics any more than those
leaves us the capacity to reflect on who enjoy 8 x 10 glossies of the
the meaning of the :;timulation. sex act are perverts.
The worst (most pornography,
Again, M. Grillet: "The
"El Topo," the spaghetti puritans have finally
westerns) simply stimulates and countenanced the kind of pleasure
leaves us nothing but awakened that remains within the grid of
emotion and, in some cases, a normality. ,Now, if we love
gallery of new images to carry out freedom, it is not in order to
of the theatre with us, images ~;ubject it to norms. We know only
with which to enrich oul.' lives.
too well that the notion of the
No "Obscenity"
abnormal merely represents an
But there is nothing "obscene" attempt to qualify as natural the
about any .of this, any more than codes of values promulgated by
anything else that is a part of life the Establishment culture."
can be classified as obscene.
In other words, it is time to
Obscenity enters where honesty stop dismissing what we do not
leaves, where natural urges ate understand and denigrating what
surreptitiously stimulated and we personally do not find
manipulated. The t~rimary attractive. Said the old woman as
obscenity of the yeat in this she kissed her cow. Happy
regard is the "Miss Nude New contemplation,
Mexico Beauty Pageant''
Movies
conducted a few weeks ago at the
Students
wishing
to appear
Yucca Naturist Club in Bernalillo.
in a science fiction film are
An organization devoted to a
asked to go to PoJ;lejoy Hall
vague Grecian ideal of glorifying
at 2 p.m. July 11. A release
the human body parades a bevy of
must be picked up and signed
broads for an audience of hooters
b~fore that time; it will serve
and cat-callers, each of whom paid
as a ticket. Entertainment
$5 to enter the hallowed grounds.
will be provided. The
The nude contest is porno with no
director, actors and
balls-everyone ignored the reason
technicians will be available
eveeyone else was there (to see
for
naked ladies) and the club itself
has spread a lot of poetry around
its clubhouse (from Gibran) about
the heautv of the bod. I have
never seen· so much setr·righteous
sexual repression in one place
with more pretenc:e to Uberation,
It reminds one of SDS meetings
where freedom is the only topic
20% drycleaning u.•~·..vu.u
of discussion and where the
to Students and Faculty
remotest deviation from the party
line is shouted down as square.
Neckties--$1.25 to $1.99
Tbe denizens of the porno palace
would be considered sick by the
nudists but those men happily
22I9 Lead S.E.
26645!13
watching the endless plugging and
unplugging of 'Various vaginas
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i
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matching diamond
pendants and earrings
fromZafes

· New Indian Law Director·

LOBO-TOMY

' The American· 'Indian Law
Cente~

will have a new director
July 1, Law Dean Frederick Hart
announced.
He is Phillip S. DeLoria, who
will succeed Robert L, Bennett,
AILC director since Feb. 1, 1970,
PeLoda will continue as db:·ector,.
of the American Indian
Scholarship P~;ogtam in addition
tt;> his duties as center directo~.
Be.nnett, who was U.S.

By Bob Huether

DANUZE DUD

OY·VEY DEPT.
Life reports that the ''Jesus Revolution" has brought abou.t an
unusual woup of "Jesus Freaks." They report that a group of Jewish
university students have formed "Jews for Je$us."
While Life finds this unusual, I don't. The original Jewish fans of
Jesus, the Disciple~;, founded tbe Christian religion.
Gordon
IT COULDN'T HAPPEN TO NICER FOLKS DEPT.
Douglas
Gordon,
an instructor
In South Africa, a 17•year·old white girl is getting a chance to
experience the effects of apartheid, Newsweek xeports. 'l'he newa · at the University of Hawaii, will
weekly states that Jane•Anne Pepler, as a result of an adrenal gland join UNM faculty at tbe start of
operation, is turning black. She has been refu$ed admission to the spdng semester as a.n liSSistant
whites-only move theaters and is being ostracized by her friends at profe~>&ol: of geography.
Gordon has a master of arts
school. According to Newsweek, Jane-Anne's parents, de&J?ite their
daughter's situation, have no sympathy for the country's 18 million degree from the University of
non-whites•.•• " We are a purely Afrikane:t family•••• We believe in Hawaii, where he is working for
his Ph.D•
white supremacy," Newsweek reports her mother as saying.
His specialties are East·Asian
I wonder if they let her use the family bathroom?
geography and environmental and
WHAT'S IN A NAME.DEPT.
In another item, Newsweek reports that Standard Oil of New Jersey cultural geography.
He also has taught at Wisconsin
is having quite a problem finding a brand. name for their gasoline. When
an anti-trust suit prevented them from using the name "Esso" in twenty State University ·in Whitewater
states, the company began selling their gas as "Enco." All seemed fine . and at Seoul National University
until they planned to use "Enco" as their worldwide trademark. Later in Korea.
they found out that ''Enco" means "stalled car" in Japanese!
Hersh
GRAIN OF TRUTH DEPT,
In a poll conducted by a team of University of Connecticut
Reuben Hexsh, professor in the
psychologists, over 400 t~eot~le listed their opinions as to the UNM department of mathematics
truthfulness of persons in certain professions. Parade Magazine reports and statistics, has received a
that out of 2Q. professions, doctors, clergymen, dentists and judges $6,700 research grant from the
imished in the top four positions. Newspaper columnists finished National Science Foundation.
sixteenth, behind TV ret~airmen, U.S. Army generals and plumbers.
Hersh's research will compute
Politicians, however, fared the worst. According to Parade, the only the average long•term effect of
occupation to :rank lower than politicians in truthfulneB.'J in the poll random disturbances in an
were used car salesmen.
evolving system subject to random
Hell, l could have told you that.
disturbances.
The grant will finance research
through November, 1978.

......
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Commissioner of · Indian Affa1rs twb WQrkshops for Indian 'law;,:
the Johnson clerks serving in the 82 India11law""·.
administration, will serve as courts in the United State&. Of ·
part-time faculty member and one week's duration, the first will
director of 1>pec.ial projects for the be offered &tarting July 24 in .•
center.
·
Missoula, Mont., and the second,
The center again thi~; summer is on Aug, 7, at Window Rock, Ariz-.
offering the only pre·law progJ:am
Bennett estimated between 40
for American Indian students .in and 50 Indian law clerks will
the nation. It cQnsists of actual attend each session.
•
law I!Chool courses, plus tutoring,
The AILC hal> received a
to prepate Indian students. for law · $75,000 grant from the William
school either at UNM or at .other H. Donner Foundation in New
lawschoo~.
York City, enabliag the center to
Special programs which continue its work for another two
Bennett will administer includ~ years.
du~ing

·Introductory. Bicycle
Service Special
Includes: Complete disassembly
Cleaning &c Repacking all ball bearings
Adjust Brakes & Derailers

the far outside
BICYCLES & REPAIRS
2216 Central S.E.

255-3777

Famed Singer Holds Workshop
Je-ster Hairston, an
internationally-known choral
conductor, arranger and lecturer
and the person who was Sidney
Poitier's singing voice in the movie
"Lillies of the Field," will direct a
workshop at UNM July 10·15.
This session called Practicum in
Choral Music is one in a series of
summer workshops on avariety of
music and choral topics being held
at the UNM department of music.
Among the topics to be covered
in th., workshop are:
-Developing appreciative
awareness of cultural heritage,
-Recognizing inspirational
values in ethnic choral literature,
-Incorporating the relevancy
of Black music In today's
performance,
-And · discovering historical
significances of early American
slave music.
Hairston went to Hollywood in
1936 when the Hall Johnson
Choir sang the choral music for
"Green Pastures." Since that time
he has conducted his own
professional choir in films such as
"Carmen Jones," "Land of the
Pltatoahl>," "Portrait of Jenny,"
"Foxes of Harrow" and "Friendly
Persuasion."
Besides conducting choirs
Hairston bas played many
character roles in films and on
television. Among these were
parts in "The Alamo," "Summer
and Smoke," "To Kill a
Mockingbirdu and long-running
television series ''Gunsmoke."
Hairston graduated from Tufts
University in Boston where he
majored in tn1111ic. He did further

work in music theory at ;Julliard
Institute of Music in New York.
For 13 years he was assistant
conductor for the famous Hall
Johnson Negro Choir.
He has been sent, by the State
Department, as a good will
ambassador, three times to Africa
and twice to Europe in the past
10 years.
Hairston's choral arrangements
of Afro-American folk songs and
his compositions, based on folk
themes, have been popular among
music educators for more than
two decades.
The · workshop to be led by
Hairston will meet from 2 p.m. to
5 p.m. each day in the Fine Arts
Center at UNM.

,,
,
266-2338

Marlin Guild
l'amaha
Madiera Aria
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living hiQh
on the "clog"

Carol Burnett to Stardom

Once Upon a Mattress
July 12, 13, 14, 15, 21, 22 - 8:15 PM
Special Mat. Sun., July 16 - 2: 15 PM

The Great new knits
from Jantzen

Tickets $4.00, $3.50, $3.00

..

Ain't they a corker? Besides their being cool, tliey~re comfortable. Flexible
clog comes in white, red, or in white perf. 12.95. Wood .bottom dog comes in
white perf only.l2.95.

.

Student Discount $1.00 off
.

Telephone 277 .. 3121
Box Office open Daily 9:00-5:00
and one hour before curtain

Doll'ntOWll-

lobo

Win rock

MENS SHOP

tlS Ce)ltral SW
Poilus Shopping

C<:ntef

2120 Central SE'

llluslrotlort•
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Freedom to Learn
One's Own Way

'Fiddler' is Near Perfect Film

respect but it is a very good one
and deserves more critical acclaim
than it has received. Every
sickening musical contrivance is in
evidence, every cliche bloatingly
surfaces but the whole goddam
thing works; this will be the last
post· 11 CaQ.aret" musical (whi~h

Books and Periodicals

===

(across from Johnson Gym)
Open 10-10 weekdays
10-5 Saturday
1-5 Sunday

IOOfo off on Hardbacks
No Sales Tax

applies to everybouy

11

famous international dishes
(Hungarian, Dutch, Indonesian,
1-·rench, German, and others •.•)
lunch 11 :3o-2:3o dinner 5:30·9:30

413 Romero St. N.W.
of Old Town PJaza

~blocks

N.W.
242•4986

BASEMENT SALE

We've been Housecleaning

TRADE-INS ... USED ... JUNQUE
9 Tuners
9
.....

$5

Turntables

t1Mi

"'1'

$5 up

$5 up

17 Amplifiers
5 Preamps

$5 up

4 Radios

$5 up

18 Cassette Recorders

hasn't been here, but presents the
most revolutionary filmic concept
of the musical ever devised) to get
away
with
this
smiling·through·our·tears pablum.
This is absolutely the last time
filmgoers (that does not include
people who go to see movies to
see stage plays) will accept the
convention of pretty young things
bursting into song in the middle
of a dramatic scene-the
conventions have, thank God,
succumbed to rigor mortis.
"Fiddler on the Roof" tries
desperately to revive them and
does so, but if anyone tries again
the results will be camp at best.
"Fiddler" is a fitting end to our
doomed schlock opera tradition
since the movie itself examines in
none too intelligent detail the
cracking of old ways and their
replacement with the new. There
are two reasons this museum piece
moves: the director, Norman
Jewison, and his sl;af, Israeli actor,
Topol.
The direction: there are three
important things in the standard
musical-pace, pace and pace. It is
damn ridiculous to have actors
popping into C major as they are
about to leave their families
forever, but slave the vehicle along
with enough speed and audiences
won't notice. The first two hours
of "Fiddler" sit poised on the end

Mostel should have been allowed_
to re-create his Broadway
triumph. I have seen Mastel do a
few scenes from the show on the
telly and I have seen· him
single-handedly ruin "The
Producers" with his unadultered
Harmel approach to acting. If he
had. been allowed to drag his
elephantine carcass and bulbous
eyes through this movie there
wouldn't have been a
movie-there would bnve been
Zero Mastel doing an archaic
vaudeville act. Casting directors
know that Tevye must be a big
man and most "Fiddler"
productions find the fattest,
hammiest Jew around and let it go
at that. Well, big doesn't mean
blubber and Topo' is one of the
biggest actors the screen has seen
in years. He is big with life and his
Tevye is perfect. Perfect. Casting a
man as physically small as Topol
may have seemed a risk at the
time, but it paid off. If there is
one man in the world who has a
right to bitch at. God, it is Topol's
Tevye. Broadway blue whales just
couldn't have cut it.
Watching the three hours of
"Fidder on the Roof" is a lot like
watching those dinosaurs in
of a. gargantuan hypo filled with Disney's "Fantasia" trying to lift
meth: Jewison gooses his actols their feet out of the gummy mud. •
and his editors with enough speed You know it'll get them in the
to satisfy the entire New York end, and for three hours you
freak population. The third hour know the same fate awaits
starts to come down with the "Fiddler." That it never actually
DT's but we're out of the theatre happens while we watch is the
before we realize the loss of film's achievement. I'm glad that
momentum-we're left feeling flat the priest presiding at extreme
. bu~ not comatose. ·
unction of the big movie version
The star: when Topol was given of the big .Broadway musical was
the role of Tevye, there was a Norman Jewison. And I'm glad
gnashing of teeth and a rattling of that the corpse didn't roll into the
programs among the New York grave-I'm glad he jumped, still
theatre crowd. Zero Mostel, the alive.
kitsch consJ.UUers grumbled, Zero
Scott Beaven

several methods, such as placing a
drop of penicillin on the cortex
while the cat is asleep.
Feeney is working with the
animais under the most humane
principles of good research. The
cats which are used in his research
are very happy animals and
subject to no undue pain.
Feeney's research is based on a
hypothesis that there may be
some relationship between sleep
and epilepsy. Some types of
epileptics report that their
seizures seem more frequent just
as they are falling asleep or just as
they are waking up.
His research gra.<t money will
be used to help prove that certain
surgical procedures can help
eliminate this situation. He has
already proved that it is possible

Lecture Under The Stars
$20 up

FREE-OPEN TO THE PUBLIC

$50 up

Monday JULY 1'01972

8 Microphones

$2 up

11 Phonographs

$10 up

Speaker: Dr. Yose£ H. Yerushalmi,
Professor of Hebrew and Jewish History, Harvard
Topic: "Synagogue and Mosque: The
Historical Relations Be tween Jews and Arabs, Judaism
and Islam"

5 8-Track Decks
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{near Giratd & Central
just East of UNM)

to selectively knock out certain
sleep rhythms by surgical
procedures on a part of the brain,
making the seizures less severe.
"We hope our research will
enable us to find some type of
common control between the two
systems of sleep and seizures,"
Feeney said.
Feeney received his B.S. in
psychology from Pennsylvania State University in 1962, his M.A.
from Kent State University in
1964, and his Ph.D. in
physiological psychology from the
University of California at Los
Angeles in 1968. He joined the
UN'ivi iacuiiy in 1969.
(AFS)-800,000 sadistic toy
kits-in styles such as "Girl
Victi.m," "Pain Parlor" and
"Gruesom Goodies"-were sold
by a Nabisco·owned company,
until Park Avenue headquarters
wert! picketed by the "National
Organization for Women and
Women's Strike for Peace. Within
10 days, Nabisco discontinued the
product.
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M axwellMuseumReopens
Music Exhibit Begins
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Brothers Music
242·3745

2 Locations

I

...Dromers
·'

.. . -

MUSIC J:aSt-

2000 Central SE

242·0194

NEW MEXICO LOBO
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Gold ond Sterling
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Center Mall
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1831 Central NW

8:00 P.M.

Continued from page 1
a student fails he keeps studylng
and repeating the exam until he
passes.
The 1,400 students enrolled in
the undergraduate degree program
and the 60 students enrolled in
the master's program, however,
claim that they are working
harder than ever before and
getting more out o( their studies.
., t
'l'he program, which awarded
288 baccalaureate and 22 master'!!
degrees in 1972, grew from a
three-week seminar for adults. It
was first opened to
,-·.,
undergraduates in fal1 1 · 1970.
Fifteen students enrolled the first
'
year.
Rapid Enroll
~ ~".....
All student·oriented degree
programs seem to catch on quite
rapidly with students, once the
concept has been established on
campus. In fall, 1970, ..the
University of Massachusetts at
Amherst
began a two·year
"Rollei of America came to the rescue of the Lobo experimental
program called
photographic staff," said Bob Teller, photo editor for the BDIC (Bachelor's
Degree with
summer publication. "Our staff gravely needed a readily Individual Concentration). Sixty
accessible camera. Since we didn't have one, I was forced to students enrolled the first
(AFS )-Another Gallup poll
write to the major camera corporations to inquire if one year-an enrollment which more reports that for the first time in 7
than doubled during the second
could be loaned to us."
year, swelling to 134. In May, years the Vietnam War has slipped
"David L. Ohlson of Rollei of America was able to lend us 1972, the Board of Trustees voted from American consciousness as
their Rolleiflex SL35 and a 35mm Distagon wide angle lens," to make the innovative program, the nation's most ,pressing
which has already produced 22 problem, replaced this summer by
said Bob.
Tom W. Thomps~.m
a permanent part of the Nixon's (war-created) economic
"Furthermore, of the thirteen companies I wrote to, six graduates,
of
poverty
brouhaha.
Problems
400 San Felipe-Old iown
curriculum.
companies said this request could not be met since a flood of
The University of Alabama and race relations finished way I
similar inquiries would result from other papers and there reports a similar success story in down the list.
would be a lot of hard feelings when they are turned down," New College, which first admitted
comm~nted Mr. Teller.· "One camera company stated they students in the fall of 1971. A
enrollment of 80 will be
could offer us a demonstrator camera at a somewhat reduced first·year
expanded to 14o-=.the school's
price. Five other companies never answered our letters."
maximum capacity-in the fall of
WOVEN CHAIRS
1972. These students were chosen
from 268 applicants.
The New College sets its own
requirements for admission,
progression and graduation. They
may vary from student to student,
depending upon the individual's
proposed objectives. The college
, The recently·enlarged Maxwell instrument show. These utilizes highly individualized
Two Sizes
Museum of Anthropology at UNM instruments will be restored to study and learning programs,
12" high $15.98
'vill re·open by July 15 with its playing condition ·and will come teaching modes and devices and
floor space increased about from all areas of the globe, Rhine
15" high $16.98
two-fold.
said. They will range from
Cushions- $6.98
The museum expansion is part pre-historic to ones made in
of a 25 ,OOO.square·foot, $1 modern times. The oldest
Tourism
million enlargement and probably will be Egyptian wind
The Educational Research
remodeling project for the entire instruments made about 5,000
Center
at UNM in cooperation
anthropology building on campus. years ago.
the
State Planning Office and
with
It received its final building
stores
Expanded sales desk facilities the Bureau of Outdoor Recreation
inspection and approval this week also are located in the museum is conducting a survey of
by university architects and city addition and this will be open by
out·of-state tourists.
officials.
July 15,
James G. Cooper, director of
Maxwell Museum, open.most of
Two additions to the
Coronado Center
the time during construction permanent collection and display the Center, is running the survey
which began Aug. 12, 1971, housed in the old museum section along with Peggy Blackwell,
296-5559
assistant professor of educational
closed several weeks ago.
are still under construction.
foundations
and
E.
A.
Scholer,
Stanley Rhine, assistant
One is a territorial room
Old Town Plaza
professor of anthropology and featuring furniture of the c.ooiotant chairman of the
acting director of the museum southwest area which was in department of health, physical
education and recreation,
8.42-8022
during the summer months, said vogue between 1846·1875. The
A group of eight government
the addition also includes much walls of this walk-in display
WE PACK AND SHIP
more storage space for the presently are being made with real interns are part of the survey team
that
collects
information
and
museum's permanent collection adobe bricks.
·
Mosler Charge and BankAmericard Welcome
conducts interviews with tourists
items.
· Dick Dunatchik, museum at recreation area~ around the
There are specialized storage preparatory and photographer,
rooms for ceramics, jewelry, rugs, also is working on a permanent state,
textiles, pots, baskets, musical kiva display· which will feature an
instruments and miscellaneous authentic Pottery Mound mural
Radio Station KP AR & Rainbow Productions
artifacts, he said.
dating from the 1300's.
"These storage rooms also are Reproductions of two similar
Presents
temperature a11d humidity murals also will be in the kiva
controlled to help in better exhibit.
preserving the display items. After
Albuquerque's FIRST All Blues Concert
all, that's what a museum is for,"
Rhine said.
Exhibit
'l.'lwre also is ::m elabo~:ate
Pl'Ppal·ution and conservation·
An e::hibition of 10 to 15
~·o~;:-;1 in the bn~;ement of th!."
pl"int;, by r-.Jet"V l\.1t~:dco ..,,-,.f-1:-!n v:hnaddi1 mn, IJP ad(k•d.
haw• wm·!wd at th~ 'I'amm·ind
r-_:·~- \.~.1 ft~U~:iE:llt1t~ offices nrt• a;onn
In~titutl', UNM, r:;o0s on (1isplay

Raske

Epilepsy Related to Sleep
A grant which could result in
controlling some forms of severe
human epilepsy has been made to
the UNM department o£
psychology.
The grant of $11,604 from the
National Institute of Neurological
Disease and Stroke has been made
to Dennis M. Feeney, assistant
professor of psychology who
works in the neuropsychology
laboratory.
"We are examining a surgical
procedure which could possibly
be useful in the treatment of very
severe forms of human epilepsy,"
Feeney said, "but this would still
be a long way off. This would be a
procedure which would be used
when nothing else, such as drugs,
seems to help the epileptic."
Seizures in cats are indu02d by

ll

(AFS)-What is the spirit of the
bayonet? It is no longer the cry of
"I);Ul!" during attack drill. The
new army trainrng manual
encourages sergeants to ,drop this
"indiscreet" slogan in favor of
something in "good
draws freely from the entire taste"-" Blood!"
university faculty to carry out its
interdisciplinary thrust,
F~ee·wheeling
Some people consider Mickey
, A similar free-wheeling program Mantle the greatest baseball player
was begun by the City University ever, taking into account his many
of New York in fall, 1971 on a injuries.
twa-year trial basis.
Approximately 200. students were
CAMPUS LAUNDRY
enrolled in the bachelor of arts
and CLEANING
degree program in its initial year.
Coln·op Dry·Cieo~ing
Students may earn as much as
and Laundry ·
one-quarter of the 120-credit
graduation requirement through
Counselor Always on !)uty
•
off-campus employment,
2106 Central S.E.
. 247·0836
voluntary service, travel or other
forms of independent study
judged academically sound by the
student and a committee of
Unique . \~welry
faculty mentors which he selects.
Students may select courses in
For
any of the units of City University
Unique Occasions
rather than being restricted to the
unit in which they are registered.
An evaluation of the program
during the 1972·73 academic year
will determine its "academic
quality in the context of current
staffing and support."

.

There is a film, a musical, that
may be the most perfect
cinematic statement ever released.
To be sure, there are films that
approach perfection with hairline
closeness: Bergman's "Skammen,"
Dreyer's "The Passion of Joan of
Arc," Frit.-; Lang's "M," or Welles'
"Citizen Kane." Each has been
acknowledged a classic and it
would prove impossible to avoid
listing several if one were to
construct one of those odious
"Ten Bests" lists, But there is a
film that realizes what it sets out
to do (which is not, admittedly,
too much) with a greater and
more complete success than any
of these films, a film that can be
faulted in no respect, a film that
to my knowledge has never been
included on any ten best list ~md
probably never will be. That film
is "The Wizard of Oz."
The accomplishment is not as
trivial as it first may seem. The
fantasy genre is a difficult one and
ask yourself if you could bear to
see the few other successful
examples ("The Cabinet of Dr.
Caligari," "Beauty and the
Beast") as often as you have seen
"The Wizard of Oz." Ask yourself
if you could bear to see any other
movie .as often as you have seen
"The Wizard of Oz."
"Fiddler on the Roof" has been
ignored exactly as has "The
Wizard of Oz." It will never
appear on any lists and shouldn't.
It is not a great movie in any

~-~~
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Faithful Flagellants'
Discussion Under Stars

)1
Photo by Bob Teller

Cody, a local group, appeared here in concert last Friday during orientation for freshmen
and new students. The dance under the stars was sponsored by ASUNM.

CLASSIFIED

ADVERTISING
or b1/ mail
Classified Advertising
UNM P.O. Box 20
Albuquerque, N.M. 87106

Rates: 10c per word, $1.00 minimum.
Terms: Pa:nnent must be made in full
prior to insertion of advertisement.
Where; Journalism Building, Room
205

1)

PERSONALS

3) SERVICES

THE CHRISTIAN SCIENCE ORGANIZATION meets Thursdays, Room 230 NM
tlnlon at 4 p.m., All arc welcome, 6/22
ORTHODOX BAHA'I FffiESIDES, 521
Spruce SE, Apt. 815, Thursdays, 7:30,
Call 242-4839, or write Box 737, 87103,
HERE IS AGORA AGAIN. Not exactly a
dear friend, but a group of ])eople who
are readY' to talk & listen to your problems of living. Call or come in NW Corncr Mesa Vista, 277-8013, tfn
LEGAL SERVICES for UNM students/
staff. Nominal fees. Furnished by qualified law students of the Clinical Law
Program under oupcrvinlon of !!tan' attorneY' of UNM Law School. Call 277·
2913 or 277·3004 for appointment. 7/27
2)

LOST & FOUND

~WEATERS, CHECK
BOOKS, BOOKS & other l~ms. May be
claimed at NM Union Business Office.
Ask for Kim,

GL;\G::ms, RINGS,

3)

SERVICES

LEARN TO FLY-Flexible hours, best
rates. Call 247-0178 between 9 5: after 5
266-0845. 7/13
VOLKSWAGEN REPAIRS for Le'..s. 1001
Coal SE. 247-2086, 7/27
TEACUERS WANTED - West & other
states. Plac!'ml'nts sinre 1946, Bonded.
Member NATA, SW TEACHERS'
AGENCY, 1303 Central NE. 7/27
TtJNEUPS by Enn!ncerlnc Student at my
l10me. $12.GO total inrludes li!'W plugs,
Poinb, condenser installed for V -8. Drim:~
Your own parb, $!i.OO labor. Distributor &
carburntor overhaul abo. 29!.l-6230 for
appt. 6/22
.
PASSPORT, immigration, Identification
Photos. Fnst, inexvenslve, plcaging, Ncar
UNM. Call 266·2444 or come to 1717
Girard NE. '1/27
WATERBED PUMPING FAST-1/. hour•
Cheap $6.00. Call MR. CENTRIFUGAL
250-2185. 'I /6

(AFS)-The chief chef was
formerly with Manhattan's Four
Seasons restaurant, so he's not too
happy about it, but 10 percent of
Yale's 4,800 undergraduates now
dine at a new health-food
cafeteria OJ:'I campus. They're
served things like vegetable chili,
soy patties, brown rice and
organic peanut butter.

Maurp A. Montoya, a teacher at
Highland High School, will lecture
on "The Faithful Falgellants"
today on the Mall at 8 p.m.
Montoya's lecture, which will
include displays and tape
recordings, is part of UNM's
Lecture Under the Stars series of
summer speakers.
In case of bad weather, it will
be held in the Kiva.
Montoya was born in Pena
Blanca and graduated from Pena
Blanca High School. He was with
the Air Force in Europe during
World War II.
He entered UNM in 1946 and
won several creative writing
awards. He received a bachelor of
arts degree in English in 1949 and

taught freshman English at UNM
for one year under a graduate
assistantship. ·
.
He taught English at
Albuquerque High for three years
and at Highland for 10 years. He
presently is teaching biology and
geology at Highland.
He has attended National
Science Foundation institutes at
the University of Oklahoma,
Indiana University and Rutgers
University.

JOHN CLARK

_, .... ,...... ,....,,..,....,.... ,............. ,,e

John M. Clark has been named
assistant professor of music and
choral director at UNM. He will
assume his duties during the fall
semester this year.
Clark, a native of Indianapolis,
Ind., is replacing Eph Ehly as
choral director for UNM. Ehly has
resigned to take a position with
the music conservatory of the
University of Missouri at Kansas
City.
Since 1970 Clark has been
assistant professor of music and
director of music at Michigan
Technological University in
Houghton, Mich.

.,~&if
Makers ·of-Hand Made
Indian Jewelry
OLDTOWN

CASA
LUNA

2004 Central SE
Pizza
Spaghetti
Italian Food

FREE DELIVERY
·242-8413

TYPING. IBM ELECTRIC. 11109 Morris
Place, N.E. 296-8349, 7/13
4)

FORRENT

APARTMENTS FOR QUIET, single unl·
versit student. Bedroom, living room,
kitchen & bath. $52 & $67 plu.s gas. 2430209, 11 blocks west of Unlv. 7/6
APARTMENT, 2 BR, unfurnished. 3 blocY.s
to UNM. 277-5786. 7/6
5)

FORSALE

ONE OWNER. 1947 DeSoto. Very good
condition. Make offer. Bill Jimenez, 2682411. 7/6
==~~~~---------------------10 SPEED
BICYCLES, on campus sales &
service, 15 models to choose from. Nike:
$78, Batavus: $95, Nlshlki pro: $290.
Dick Hallett, Rm. 67, Medical School.
277·2546 or 256·!!'12~. '1 J/;
- - - - - ---HALTER TOPS, most Indian hand·
screened print material. All sizes, $3
each. 256·9024. 7/6
10 SPEED VARSITY BICYCLE. $75. Call
846·0973. 7/6
1!169 TOYOT::A:-:L:-:A:-:N-::::D::-:C=R=u=Is::::E::::R:-.-4:-:-WD---.
Priced to sell, 282-6349. 7/6

The much discussed violence?
Don't worry about it ••. do not
be put off by all the hoo·ha. Go
along and see if"- it really is
wild - and, you will feel left
out of an awful lot of conversations if yo·u don't.

SHAKLEE BASIC H. Complete line organic products. 243-4604 afternoons. '1 /6

6l

E!\lPLOYMENT

FREE cute healthy black kitten. Eight
weeks old. 268 9927. 7/6
7)

MISCELLANEOUS

MODEI,S FOR ART CLASSES & WORKSHOPS. 247·2036. 7/G
OUR BABYSITTER needs another child
besides our!l to care for in her home,
near Eubank-Central: travelllng distance
well worthwhile for gentle, imaginative,
responsible care. Call 298-0!113; for references, Pat Smith, Eng. Dep't. 4248 or
266-421!1. 6/29
SUMMER LOBO WANT ADS 10c word
$1.00 minimum, Room 205 Journalism. '

A Stanley Kubrick Produclion"A CLOCKWORK ORANGE"Siarring Malcolm Mct».vee ·Patrick Magee • Adrienne Corn

• \ONIG-Hl l!Zo 9:5cJ •

Ma-Linee Saturoay·£urday

SUBSCRIBE TO THE LOBO

LOEO

DID YOU KNOW •..

1256-3518\ '

LDBD
CLASSIFIED

Lyle Talbot
Agency, Inc.

A DVERTK§ING

1500 SAN f>EDRO, N.E.

Student Auto
Insurance
Special Rates

Fo~:

RATES:

works !

10 cents for each word, $1.00 minimum. Cash only.

The deadline is noon Wednesday of week of publication .•
INSERT THE FOLLOWING ADVERTISEMENT _TIMES STARTING _ __

I. Drivers Under 25
2. Underage Females
3. Military Personnel

4. Married Students
Budget Payment Plan Available
ENCLOSED$_______ PLACED B Y - - - - - - - - - -

\256-35181

Experienced Handling ol.
Hard fo Place Insurance
University P.O. Box 20, UNM, Albuquerque, N. M. 87106

l,nge 8

NEW MEXICO LOBO

